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1 Introduction

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) aim to identify statistical associations between genetic variants—most commonly in the form of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)—and disease risk or other phenotypes. However, most of the phenotypes of interest are complex traits in the sense that they are controlled by multiple SNPs and genes and do not follow Mendelian inheritance, or are influenced by environmental factors. Traditional GWAS face the fundamental obstacle of missing heritability with respect to such traits, that is, the fact that the variation of heritable phenotypes may only be poorly explained by the single SNPs found to be significantly associated. As previously argued, large parts of missing heritability could be due to genetic interactions—if the development of a certain phenotype involves interaction among multiple pathways—rather than directly correspond to undetected association with genetic variants [43]. Therefore, a great effort has been undertaken to develop more comprehensive and powerful GWAS methodologies, aiming at understanding and incorporating biological mechanisms underlying the genetics of complex traits.

To date, GWAS rarely make use of the already available and rich knowledge about biological networks—such as protein-protein interaction (PPI) and gene regulation networks—representing processes relevant to the respective phenotype under study. Including such contextual and functional information can enable an increase in statistical power as well as interpretability in GWAS aimed at complex traits, thus representing a promising approach to overcome the missing heritability problem.

The problem of limited power in GWAS is generally rooted in both a large marker-to-sample ratio and low heritability of complex traits. In order to mitigate that, two strategies have been pursued: (i) to group genetic markers and test them at once, thereby reducing the multiplicity of markers tested [13, 18, 21, 28, 40], or (ii) to employ biological networks in order to conduct a post hoc aggregation of association [5, 14, 2]. Both approaches amplify the signal of SNPs or genes which are collectively phenotype-related but would not pass the significance threshold on their own. However, within the set-based test strategy, so far, SNP sets are typically chosen based on membership to a functional unit on the genome. Hence, this strategy lacks a principled procedure to select SNP sets that goes beyond single genes or mere regions on the genome. The post hoc aggregation strategy, on the other hand, suffers from the absence of statistically sound p-values for the set of aggregated SNPs. We propose to combine both strategies and thereby overcome their respective weaknesses. More precisely, our approach entails testing sets of SNPs, as done for example by the FaST-LMM-Set method [21], but we guide the SNP selection by means of biological networks. Thus, we arrive at a strategy that incorporates both a biologically meaningful way to select SNP sets that goes beyond functional units, and that yields statistically rigorous p-values for the SNP sets tested.

The remainder of the manuscript is structured as follows: In Section 2, we detail the model we employ as well as explain how we do the p-value computation. We then provide an overview of the characteristics of the *A. thaliana* GWAS data set and PPI networks we apply our method to. Section 3 then lays out the specifics of the GWAS we conduct with respect to (semi-)simulated and natural data, as well as the baseline methods we compare against. Lastly, results are summarized in Section 4, and the limitations as well as key ingredients to overcoming them are discussed in the concluding Section 5.

2 networkGWAS

2.1 Neighborhood aggregation

We test pre-defined sets of SNPs, rather than single SNPs, in order to both reduce the number of markers tested and to account for gene interaction, in addition to mere genetic variance. Multiple methods performing SNP set-based tests already exist (including gene enrichment analysis [13], collapsing methods [18], multivariate regression [28], and linear mixed models (LMMs) [21, 40]). However, none of them incorporates biological network structure in order to guide the SNP-set selection, thereby choosing SNP sets that are not representative of biological mechanisms. In our approach, instead, we select SNP sets to be tested based on protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks, i.e., the graph representation of the interactions between proteins. PPIs are essential for almost all biological mechanisms, and are defined as the specific, non-generic, physical contact between proteins in a particular biological context [26]. These interactions can be both stable (e.g., as in multi-enzyme complexes) or transient (e.g., as in interaction with kinases [15]). Since we focus on complex phenotypes, such as the growth of the *A. thaliana* model organism, we employ the entire PPI
network—including both stable and transient interactions—thus capturing effects of molecular mechanisms taking place in diverse cells and tissues, and of various kinetics.

More precisely, each sample \( i \) in the GWAS data set is represented as a graph \( G_i = (V, E) \), where \( V \) is the set of nodes and \( E \) is the set of edges in the PPI network. Since each sample uses the same PPI network, the topology is shared, i.e. \( (V, E) \) is the same for each sample. In these graphs, the nodes \( V \) represent genes, and edges \( E \) indicate any kind of PPI between gene products of the two nodes they connect. Each node \( v \in V \) is attributed with a feature vector \( a(v) \) comprising the values of all SNPs overlapping with the corresponding gene. The samples are thus differentiated by these node attributes. Based on this representation, one SNP set per gene is constructed by means of concatenating the feature vector of the gene itself as well as its \( k \)-hop neighbor genes according to the PPI network. As a result, the node label vector \( l(v) \) of a node \( v \) is now represented by the union of its own SNPs and those from its \( k \)-hop neighborhood \( \mathcal{N}_k(v) \),

\[
l(v) = \bigcup_{v' \in \mathcal{N}_k(v)} a(v').
\]

We thereby directly test biological subnetworks’ significance to identify pathways underlying complex phenotypes. In summary, our neighborhood aggregation approach is akin to the idea underlying graph kernels [32, 31, 4] or graph convolutional networks (GCNs) [16]. All of these methods leverage localized first-order approximations of subgraph structure in order to avoid an exhaustive search of all subgraphs, which would scale exponentially in the size of the network at hand, whereas our approach is linear in the number of nodes, even when the \( k \)-hop neighborhood is defined to be greater than 1.

### 2.2 Model

In the following we discuss our mathematical model and details of how we obtain p-values as well as the computational cost involved.

**Linear mixed model** Once SNP sets have been selected in the aforementioned manner, we employ a FaST-LMM-Set like model [21] in order to estimate statistical association with the phenotype of choice. The LMM underlying the original FaST-LMM-Set method,

\[
\vec{y} = X \cdot \vec{\beta} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{n_c}} V_c \cdot \vec{v}_c + \frac{1}{\sqrt{n_s}} V_s \cdot \vec{v}_s + \vec{\epsilon},
\]

features two random effects: one to capture confounders \((V_c)\) and another to account for similarity among the SNPs of the set to be tested \((V_s)\). Above, the vector \( \vec{y} \) contains continuous phenotype values of the \( n \) individuals studied, \( X \) is the \( n \times p \) design matrix, \( \vec{\beta} \) comprises the fixed effects of all \( p \) SNPs included in the PPI network, \( w_c \) contains the random effects of the \( n_c \) SNPs from which relatedness is estimated, \( w_s \) comprises the signal, i.e., the random effects of the \( n_s \) SNPs of interest and included in the pre-defined SNP set to be tested, and \( \vec{\epsilon} \) models residual noise. \( \vec{v}_c, \vec{v}_s, \text{ and } \vec{\epsilon} \) are assumed to be drawn from multivariate Gaussian distributions \( \mathcal{N}(\vec{0}; \sigma^2_c I) \), \( \mathcal{N}(\vec{0}; \sigma^2_s I) \), and \( \mathcal{N}(\vec{0}; \sigma^2_\epsilon I) \), respectively. Marginalizing over random effects, and re-parametrizing random effects as a convex combination of two variance components, the log-likelihood of the model (2) reads

\[
LL = \log \mathcal{N}(\vec{y} | X \cdot \vec{\beta} + \sigma^2_c I + \sigma^2_\epsilon (1 - \tau) K_c + \tau K_s) ,
\]

with covariance matrices \( K_c = \frac{1}{n_c} V_c V_c^T \) and \( K_s = \frac{1}{n_s} V_s V_s^T \). As introduced in [21], the parameter \( \tau \in [0, 1] \) serves to distinguish the null model (i.e., \( \tau = 0 \)) from alternative models (i.e., \( \tau \neq 0 \)), and is estimated from the GWAS data set by means of restricted maximum likelihood.

**SNP-set kernel** Both \( K_c \) and \( K_s \) are kernel matrices, the latter of which effectively regresses the set of SNPs of interest in a multivariate manner to estimate the statistical dependence between these genetic markers and the target phenotype. While in the original FaST-LMM-Set both \( K_c \) and \( K_s \) measure similarity through a linear kernel \( k_{\text{lin}} \), we additionally use a quadratic kernel \( k_{\text{poly}} \) for \( K_s \) in our method,

\[
k_{\text{lin}}(\vec{v}_i, \vec{v}_j) = \langle \vec{v}_i, \vec{v}_j \rangle
\]

\[
k_{\text{poly}}(\vec{v}_i, \vec{v}_j) = (1 + \langle \vec{v}_i, \vec{v}_j \rangle)^2 ,
\]

\[
[K_{s, \text{lin/poly}}]_{i,j} = k_{\text{lin/poly}}(\vec{v}_i, \vec{v}_j).
\]
Note that above we chose an inhomogeneous polynomical kernel in order for it to be able to capture both linear and non-linear similarity. In an additional deviation from FaST-LMM-Set, we normalize the diagonal entries of our final kernel matrix $K_s$ to be 1, by means of the following equation:

$$\left[\bar{K}_s\right]_{ij} = \frac{\left[K_s\right]_{ij}}{\sqrt{\left[K_s\right]_{ii}\left[K_s\right]_{jj}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

**Population structure correction** The kernel matrix $K_c$ serves as a genetic similarity matrix (GSM) measuring and correcting for population structure in the form of a realized relationship matrix (RRM) [10, 12]. In order to yield the computational savings that reside at the core of the FaST-LMM procedure [19], the sum of the dimensions of the kernel matrices must be kept well below the number $n$ of samples studied. To this end, the GSM $K_c$ is constructed from a limited number of SNPs chosen on the basis of their $p$-values in an uncorrected linear regression with respect to the phenotype of interest. To identify the precise number of SNPs to be included in the GSM, the latter is constructed with an increasing number of SNPs–starting with those associated with the highest $p$-values–until the first minimum in the genomic inflation factor $\lambda$–defined as the ratio of the median observed to median theoretical test statistic–is met [19]. Note that in contrast to the original FaST-LMM-Set procedure, we do not include any SNPs to correct for population structure if $\lambda \leq 1.2$ in the uncorrected case, and deflation–if present–is only observed in the high $p$-value range. Lastly, in order to avoid reduced power caused by proximal contamination [20, 27], and identical to the procedure described in [21], SNPs included in the set of interest, plus those within a two-centimorgan buffer zone, are removed from the GSM if population-structure correction is applied.

### 2.3 $p$-value computation

Since we rely on FaST-LMM-Set for our SNP set-based test, $p$-values on the SNP sets are obtained based on a maximum-likelihood test statistic, comparing the maximum restricted likelihood of the alternative and null models as defined above. The original FaST-LMM-Set method follows the spirit of Wilks’ theorem [38] and results by Greven et al. [11] and employs a mixture of $\chi^2$ distributions,

$$p_0(x) = a\chi_0(x) + b\chi_d(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

to serve as parametric distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. The parameters are determined by fitting $p_0(x)$ to the 10% most significant tail of the null distribution of test statistics obtained by permuting individuals for only the SNPs in the set of interest.

While the above strategy saves computation time by decreasing the number of permutations needed, we found the resulting estimate of the distribution $p_0(x)$ of test statistics under the null hypothesis to not reflect the true distribution in our case. Similar limitations of the above parametric approach in LMMs have been discussed in [24], and hence we adhere to a non-parametric distribution for `networkGWAS` instead. More specifically, we determine the distribution of test statistics under the null hypothesis by means of a bootstrap that is realized through a block permutation strategy. To generate a single null test statistic for a neighborhood, we permute blocks of SNPs which are located next to each other on a chromosome and do so only for genes included in the SNP set of interest, i.e., the PPI neighborhood to be tested. Because we do not permute single SNPs but blocks of them, the pattern of linkage disequilibrium (LD) is preserved if the chosen block size is large enough. By permuting only SNP blocks within the test set while keeping those outside the network as they were, we also sufficiently preserve any confounding population structure. Note that with this procedure, we obtain as many null test statistics as we have genes in the PPI network, decreasing the number of permutations required. Pooling these test-statistics obtained by all SNP sets under any permutation, we obtain an empirical test-statistic distribution under the null hypothesis [42]. The latter then provides us with calibrated $p$-values measuring the significance of the statistical association of a particular neighborhood of interacting genes and the phenotype. Both the SNP-block size $n_b$ and the number of permutations $n_p$ needed are determined by visual inspection of quantile-quantile plots with respect to the observed calibrated $p$-values and the expected $p$-values under the null hypothesis. Both $n_b$ and $n_p$ are increased until the $p$-values look calibrated and $\lambda \leq 1.2$. Lastly, we correct our significance level for testing multiple SNP sets by means of the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [3], which is known to control the false-discovery rate (FDR).
2.4 Computational cost

We base our method on the FaST-LMM-Set procedure [21], which in turn exploits the factored spectrally transformed linear mixed models (FaST-LMM) algorithm [19]. The latter achieves GWAS that scale linearly—instead of cubically—with the number of samples $n$ in both run time and memory use given that (i) the sum of the number $n_s$ of SNPs in the test set and number $n_c$ of SNPs used to construct the the GSM is less than the cohort size, (ii) a factorizing genetic similarity matrix, such as the RRM, is used, and (iii) the SNP-set kernel is linear. In this best-case scenario, performing one test per neighborhood has a runtime of $O(n_g n)$, where $n_g$ is the number of genes in the PPI network and $n$ is the cohort size. Before applying FaST-LMM-Set, however, networkGWAS requires the aggregation of gene neighborhoods which scales linearly in the number of edges of the PPI network. As biological networks can be assumed to be only sparsely connected, this leads to a runtime of $O(n_g)$. Secondly, in order to obtain calibrated $p$-values from the test statistics, we have to repeat both the neighborhood aggregation and the $n_g$ set tests for each of the $n_p$ permutations. Lastly, for the polynomial kernel, run times change again as either the trivial factorization in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of dimension $n_s(n_s - 1)/2$ has to be employed or a factorization at cost $O(n_g)$ has to be performed. This results in a computational cost of $O(n_p n_g n)$ if $n > n_c + n_s$ for the linear kernel or $n > n_c + n_s(n_s - 1)/2$ for the quadratic kernel. Otherwise, the cost amounts to $O(n_p n_g n^2)$. Hence, while the cubic scaling is not favorable for large cohort sizes, asymptotically, run time scales linearly in $n$. For the A. thaliana data, the median number $n_s$ of SNPs per neighborhood is 295 and of the same magnitude as $n_c$ which ranges in the low hundreds of SNPs. Hence, for the majority of A. thaliana PPI neighborhoods tested, the cubic-to-linear speed up sets in for cohort sizes as small as $n \gtrsim 500$ for linear networkGWAS, while for non-linear networkGWAS that speed-up would be achieved for cohorts of $n \gtrsim 50,000$ samples.

3 Experiments

In order to apply our method, one needs a GWAS data set consisting of genotypes and a phenotype of interest, as well as a PPI network relevant to the phenotype chosen. In the following, we present results obtained with our method on three different data sets: semi-simulated data for the A. thaliana model organism, natural data for the A. thaliana model organism, and fully simulated rare variant scenarios for the H. sapiens data. While the (semi-)simulations are designed such as to best demonstrate the robustness and limitations of our method under varying conditions, the application to natural phenotypes serves to illustrate networkGWAS’s ability to allow for the discovery of new statistically significant genotype-phenotype associations which could not have been found by means of traditional GWAS nor existing network or gene-based methods. In the fully and semi-simulated scenarios, we compare our results against (i) the original FaST-LMM-Set approach [21], however, with sets based on single genes rather than neighborhoods of interacting genes as defined by the PPI network, (ii) NAGA [5], and (iii) dmGWAS [14], whilst we leave out dmGWAS and, instead, employ univariate GWAS when studying the A. thaliana phenotypes. Both NAGA and dmGWAS commence with a classical GWAS analysis to obtain single-SNP $p$-values. Subsequently, dmGWAS employs dense module searching, aiming to find PPI subnetworks enriched in low $p$-value SNPs. NAGA, on the other hand, first represents and scores entire genes based on their most significant SNP and then relies on a PPI-network propagation approach in order to spread and revise scores across gene-neighborhoods. Hence, while both dmGWAS and NAGA incorporate PPI information, the conceptual difference between these two methods and ours is that they use such information as a way of post-selection, rather than exploiting it as a prior in the process of testing statistical associations. Therefore, unlike NAGA and dmGWAS, we directly and in a statistically rigorous manner obtain $p$-values for entire PPI-based gene neighborhoods, which represent biological pathways. Furthermore, none of the three comparison partners can incorporate an explicit search for SNP interactions significantly associated with the phenotype, which our method—by means of employing a non-linear SNP-set kernel—is capable of. In both the (semi-)simulated and natural phenotype experiments, we employ one-hop neighborhoods to define our SNP sets.

3.1 Simulated phenotypes for A. thaliana

As a GWAS data set, we make use of the AraGWAS Catalog [37]. AraGWAS constitutes a manually curated and standardized GWAS catalog for all publicly available phenotypes from AraPheno [29], which is a central
repository of population-scale phenotypes for *A. thaliana* inbred lines. For the PPI network in our semi-simulated scenarios, where we use natural genotypes in combination with simulated phenotypes, we used the one provided by The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) [17], which due to its smaller size, allowed us to run a large number of fast experiments.

We start off with the fully-imputed data set provided by AraGWAS, which comprises 2,029 samples of 10,709,466 SNPs each and then filter for at least 5% minor-allele frequency, which leaves us with 1,763,004 remaining SNPs. Out of those, 37,458 can be mapped – using the strict positional mapping of the genes downloaded from TAIR database [17] – to the 1,327 genes included in the TAIR PPI network [17]. Our experiments are set up in a semi-simulated manner. With the objective to test our method on data presenting realistic LD patterns, the genotypes used are the ones extracted from AraGWAS, while the phenotypes are artificial. In order to simulate phenotypes, we firstly define the following parameters: (a) the number of genes $n_{cg}$ that carry causal SNPs, henceforth called causal genes, (b) the ratio of causal SNPs on a causal gene, $r_c$, (c) the mean ratio of causal neighbors (RCN) of a causal gene, (d) the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), and (e) the mixing ratio of linear-to-nonlinear (RLN) signal.

While we keep the number of causal genes ($n_{cg} = 50$) and ratio of causal SNPs ($r_c = 0.1$) within such genes constant, the RCN, SNR and RLN are systematically varied in our experiments. Thus we investigate the robustness of our method’s and comparison partners’ performance as we depart from the most amenable scenario (S0) of a purely linear signal, spread across a single or very few causal subgraph(s) with a high ratio of causal neighbors, and high signal-to-noise ratio. Table 1 summarizes the scenarios simulated, starting from our anchor scenario S0 and deviating from its conditions by (i) varying the SNR while keeping the RCN and RLN constant, (ii) varying the RLN while keeping the SNR and RCN constant, and (iii) varying the RCN while keeping the SNR and RLN constant. We thereby study the isolated effects of moving towards more challenging RCN, RLN and SNR, respectively. In order to realize the predefined scenarios, we follow the procedure below for the simulation of the artificial phenotype:

1. **Choice of causal genes:**
   (a) For RCN equal to 0./0.4/0.8, randomly select $n_{cg} / 5 / 1$ node(s) in the network and define them as causal.
   (b) Randomly include 0%/40%/100% of the $k$-hop neighbors of the starting node(s), then 0%/40%/100% of the $k$-hop neighbors of the newly included nodes and so on, until the pre-defined number $n_{cg}$ of causal genes is reached.
   (c) Should the starting node(s) belong to a disconnected subgraph(s) smaller than as to allow for the inclusion of $n_{cg}$ causal genes, repeat (a)-(c) until $n_{cg}$ causal genes have been defined.
   (d) Compute RCN, and if RCN is not in [0, 0.5] / [0.8, 1.0], disregard and repeat (a)-(d).

2. **Choice of causal SNPs and causal interactions:**
   (a) Randomly select a ratio of $r_c$ of the SNPs of each causal gene as carrying the signal.
   (b) For each causal subgraph, define one of the nodes with highest degree as center of the subgraph. For each causal SNP belonging to a non-center node of the same causal subgraph, randomly select a $c$-hop neighbor of the starting node(s) and define the interaction between the two SNPs as causal. Ensure that each center-node causal SNP has at least one interaction partner.

3. **Computation of the artificial phenotype:**
   (a) Simulate the phenotype as
   $$\hat{y} = cX \cdot \tilde{\beta} + (1-c)X^{(2)} \cdot \tilde{\beta}^{(2)} + \tilde{\epsilon}$$
   with $X$, $\tilde{\beta}$, and $\tilde{\epsilon}$ defined as in Equation (2), $X^{(2)}$ representing the $n$ by $p(p-1)/2$ second-order design matrix of all SNP interactions, $\tilde{\beta}^{(2)}$ comprising the fixed effects of all SNP interactions, and the coefficient $c$ serving to tune between the ratio of linear to non-linear signal. $\tilde{\epsilon}$ is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution $\mathcal{N}(0, I)$.
   (b) Set $\beta_i$ to a fixed and positive value $b$ if the $i^{th}$ SNP is a causal one, or to zero otherwise. Choose $b$ such that for $c = 1$, the SNR equals the desired value.
   (c) Set $\beta_i^{(2)}$ to a fixed and positive value $b^{(2)}$ if the $i^{th}$ SNP-interaction is a causal one, or to zero otherwise. Choose $b^{(2)}$ such that for $c = 0$ the SNR equals the desired value.
   (d) Choose $c$ such that the desired RLN is realized.
Table 1: Overview of simulation settings for artificial phenotypes. While we keep the number of causal genes ($n_{cg} = 50$) and ratio of causal SNPs ($r_c = .1$) constant, the RCN, SNR and RLN are systematically varied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of causal neighbors (RCN)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing ration of linear to non-linear signal (RLN)</td>
<td>100 : 0</td>
<td>100 : 0</td>
<td>100 : 0</td>
<td>50 : 50</td>
<td>0 : 100</td>
<td>100 : 0</td>
<td>100 : 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of *A. thaliana* phenotypes. Abbreviations: RLF = relative lifetime fitness, RSP = relative seed production, PT = precipitation treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>phenotype</th>
<th>cohort size n</th>
<th>original study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N01</td>
<td>518 RLF in Spain for high PT and low density</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N02</td>
<td>522 RLF in Germany for high PT and low density</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N03</td>
<td>523 RLF in Germany for high PT and high density</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N04</td>
<td>524 RLF in Germany for low PT and low density</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N05</td>
<td>534 RSP in Spain for high PT and low density</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N06</td>
<td>535 RSP in Spain for high PT and high density</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N07</td>
<td>538 RSP in Germany for high PT and low density</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N08</td>
<td>539 RSP in Germany for high PT and high density</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N09</td>
<td>700 length of main flowering stem</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N10</td>
<td>704 rosette leaf number</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N11</td>
<td>705 cauline leaf number</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N12</td>
<td>707 diameter of rosette</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tuning the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in our simulation allows us to mimic a range of heritability values $h$ by means of the relation $SNR = \frac{h}{1 - h}$. With low but realistic heritability values ranging from $h = 0.1$ to $h = 0.4$, SNRs to be investigated stretch from $SNR = 0.1$ to $SNR = 0.67$, which includes all the values investigated by us. We evaluate the performance of all methods by means of their respective median precision and recall in terms of causal genes, where the median is obtained with respect to the different random realizations corresponding to one simulation setting. Lastly, note that we create 5 random realizations of each scenario S0-S8, in order to estimate the variance in performance.

3.2 *A. thaliana* phenotypes

When searching for associations with respect to natural phenotypes, we continue to use the *A. thaliana* model organism, but rely on the larger STRING database for the PPI network. [34]. We select phenotypes from the AraPheno database based on the criteria that they are quasi-continuous (such as stem length, and flower diameter) and be known for at least 500 out of the 2,029 *A. thaliana* samples that we use the genotypes of. This leads to the selection of twelve phenotypes which are summarized in Table 2. For each phenotype, we collect the fully-imputed genotypes provided by AraGWAS for which the phenotype of interest has been determined. We then filter for at least 5% minor-allele frequency among those samples which–depending on the phenotype–leaves us with 1,837,440±27,477 remaining SNPs. Out of those, 535,177±9,875 could be positionally mapped [17] to the 25,490 genes included in the PPI network provided by the STRING database [34]. Note that interactions in the STRING PPI network are annotated with one or more ‘scores’ which are indicators of confidence, i.e. how likely STRING judges an interaction to be true, given the available evidence. These scores rank from 0 to 1, with 1 being the highest possible confidence. For our analysis we only consider high-confidence interactions with a score larger than or equal to 0.7.

In the absence of the ground truth, we evaluate the performance of our method in contrast to the comparison partners by (i) counting how many more genes we identify as significantly associated with the phenotype of interest, and (ii) investigating the potential biological relevance of these additional genes in processes related to the phenotype. Note that, strictly speaking, for (i) we are comparing the number of genes belonging to a gene neighborhood that is identified as significantly associated by our method with the number of genes directly identified as significantly associated by the comparison partners.
3.3 Simulated rare variants in *H. sapiens*

With the aim of simulating rare variants with realistic LD and MAF distributions, we use the sim1000G package [8], which requires as unique input the variant call format (VCF) file of the genomic region of interest. We choose the VCF file for chromosome 10 from Phase III 1000 genomes sequencing data [1], and we use PLINK [25, 30] to extract the variant calls for the European population. We employ bcftools [7] to further manipulate the VCF file, namely to filter out the variants that are not mapped – according to the MyGene database [39, 41] – onto the 398 interacting genes through the human STRING PPI network [34], restricted to chromosome 10. Having obtained the desired VCF file, we therefore use sim1000G to simulate 10,000 rare variants, e.g. MAF $\leq 0.1$, from 500 unrelated subjects. The generation of the synthetic phenotypes follows the same steps and parameter choices as detailed in Section 3.1, apart from $n_{cg}$, which is set to 15 to have the same causal/non-causal genes ratio as for the *A. thaliana* use case. Lastly, the simulation settings S0 to S6 are chosen identical to the common-variant semi-simulations and are listed in Table 1.

4 Results

In the following section, we present the results we obtained on our simulated and natural phenotypes, namely on the simulated phenotypes for *A. thaliana*, the *A. thaliana* natural (i.e. true) phenotypes, and on the simulated rare variants in *H. sapiens*.

4.1 Simulated phenotypes for *A. thaliana*

Within our simulation study, we evaluate the performance of linear and non-linear networkGWAS as well as the comparison partners: gene-based FaST-LMM-Set [21], NAGA [5], and dmGWAS [14], by means of their respective mean area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) in terms of causal genes. Here, linear and non-linear refers to the SNP-set kernel employed (see Equation (4)), and the mean refers to the average with respect to the different random realizations of the various simulation settings. An overview of the results is compiled in Figure 1. The top left panel depicts the full mean precision-recall curves for all methods studied under the conditions of our anchor scenario S0, which is most amenable to network guided search for genotypic-phenotypic associations (see Table 1). In this scenario of a purely linear signal, spread across a single or very few causal subgraph(s) with a high ratio of causal neighbors, and high signal-to-noise ratio, both linear and non-linear networkGWAS outperform all the comparison partners by achieving an AUPRC of 76.3%±20.5% and 75.8%±20.8%, respectively. As demonstrated in the top right panel of Figure (1), this dominance in performance is invariant as one departs from the conditions of S0 by varying the SNR while keeping the ratio of causal neighbors, and the purely linear nature of the signal. Similarly, and as shown in the bottom left panel, the performance of non-linear networkGWAS is robust with respect to tuning the signal from purely linear to purely non-linear, while keeping the SNR and RCN identical to those of scenario S0, again outperforming all comparison partners across the entire range of RLNs. Remarkably, the performance of linear networkGWAS starts to differ from that of its non-linear counter-part, only for signals which are dominantly non-linear and pars the non-linear networkGWAS up until an RLN of 37.5 : 62.5. This is in line with observations made elsewhere, that approaches designed to detect statistical significance of single loci will miss those with modest marginal effects and large interactions [22]. Lastly, the strong performance of networkGWAS and its dominance over the comparison partners breaks down as we tune the ratio of causal neighbors from $\sim 0.8$ to 0.0 while keeping the SNR and RLN the same as in scenario S0. This is shown in the bottom right panel of Figure (1), and corresponds to a gradual transition from a few, large causal subgraphs in the PPI network, via multiple medium-sized causal subgraphs, to many isolated causal genes. In the latter case, the signal–by construction–is independent of the PPI network structure, and hence that structure cannot be exploited by any network-guided method to enhance performance.

4.2 *A. thaliana* phenotypes

We now turn to the results of our method on the natural, i.e. true, phenotypes associated with the *A. thaliana* model organism. We investigated whether networkGWAS was able to find any neighborhoods of genes that were statistically significantly associated with the phenotypes, and compared the results to the findings of
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Fig. 1: Results from simulating the phenotypes of *A. thaliana*. We present results from our method (networkGWAS), using either a linear (*K*\textsubscript{lin}) or a polynomial (*K*\textsubscript{poly}) kernel, as well as the performance of other comparison methods. In Subfigure 1a, we show the AUPRC of the baseline scenario (S0). In Subfigures 1b-1d, we vary one variable while keeping the other two fixed: SNR (1b), RLN (1c), and RCN (1d).

NAGA, FaST-LMM-Set, a simple GWAS of the individual SNPs that were mapped onto the PPI network, and a GWAS of the SNPs that were not mapped on the network (and thus not used in networkGWAS). For most of the phenotypes, there were no statistically significant genes found by any method. However, for two phenotypes, 523, and 705, networkGWAS alone returned statistically significant results. Since NAGA does not provide *p*-values, but rather scores, we defined a strategy to decide which genes to consider as associated with the studied phenotypes. By analysing the trend of the scores, we observe a strong change in the slope in the range of high scores: the analysis of the first derivative allows us to find the cutoff scores, 2.498 for phenotype 523 and 2.747 for phenotype 705, respectively. We used this threshold to identify genes that were associated with the phenotypes of interest, and then compared the findings to the genes that were surfaced by networkGWAS. A venn diagram showing the overlap can be found in Figure 2. Interestingly, networkGWAS returns genes that were almost entirely additional to the genes surfaced by NAGA, showcasing the added value that a neighborhood-based approach can bring.

Our method also allows one to investigate the biological interpretation of the genes found by networkGWAS. We use phenotype 523 for illustration, since 27 genes were found and are easy to investigate. We use the gene ontology (GO) Term Enrichment for Plants [35] provided by TAIR, which relies on the PANTHER Classification System [23, 36]. We use the PANTHER Overrepresentation Test (PANTHER version 16.0), with PANTHER GO-slim Biological Process as the annotation dataset and Fisher’s exact test with FDR correction as the test type. We then perform the overrepresentation test for the significantly associated PPI
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Fig. 2: Venn diagrams showing the overlap of the genes that were found to be associated with a phenotype of interest on phenotype 523 (Figure 2a) and 705 (Figure 2b) using networkGWAS and NAGA.

neighborhood of gene AT4G18130, yielding significant enrichment in processes related to (i) the circadian rhythm, which prepares the plants for upcoming challenges by anticipating environmental factors [33], (ii) the response to light stimuli, and (iii) the transition from the vegetative to reproductive phase. As phenotype 523 represents the lifetime fitness under high precipitation and high density treatment, i.e., under great environmental strain, these findings of processes related to the plant’s resilience and reproduction are biologically plausible.

4.3 Simulated rare variants in H. sapiens

The results obtained for the rare-variant (RV) simulations are summarized in Figure 3 and are very similar in nature to the results obtained on common variants. As can be seen in the top left panel, in our scenario S0 of a purely linear signal, spread across a single or very few causal subgraph(s) with a high ratio of causal neighbors, and high signal-to-noise ratio, both linear and non-linear networkGWAS outperform all the comparison partners by achieving an AUPRC of 69.7%±17.9% and 67.0%±17.6%, respectively. As demonstrated in the top right and bottom left panel of Figure 3, this dominance is maintained over varying SNR and linear-to-nonlinear signal mixtures, and only vanishes for a fully nonlinear phenotype. Note, however, that in the RV case, networkGWAS is less robust to both increasing SNR and increasing nonlinearity of the signal than for the common variants. Furthermore, for RVs, the non-linear SNP-set kernel does not perform better than the linear one in any of the scenarios studied. As in the common-variant simulations, in the rare-variant case, too, networkGWAS cannot outperform its comparison partners in the case of isolated causal-genes, while networkGWAS does outperform comparison partners as soon as the PPI network holds phenotype-relevant information. This is shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 3.

5 Discussion

We defined a principled way to perform gene based genome wide association studies utilizing network information. We have demonstrated the superior performance of our PPI-network based SNP set-based test, networkGWAS, compared to state-of-the-art SNP-set based methods [21] and approaches that incorporate PPIs [5, 14]. Moreover, we have done so in a wide range of simulation settings for rare and common variants including very low SNRs, i.e., very low heritability, and various mixtures of linear and non-linear signal. Only if our underlying conjecture, that the SNPs in neighborhoods of interacting genes are collectively related to the phenotype of interest, is strongly violated, is networkGWAS outperformed. When studying natural phenotypes, networkGWAS finds collectively significantly associated and biologically plausible genes that were almost entirely undiscovered by its strongest competitor, NAGA, demonstrating the complementarity of the methods. In the following, we discuss the limitations of our method and potential means to mitigate them.

Limitations By construction, networkGWAS can only discover the collective signal of SNPs which are included in a biological network. Fortunately, as the knowledge of biological pathways and gene-gene interaction increases, fewer and fewer genes and SNPs will be excluded from such networks, which will negate this current limitation. Furthermore, this drawback can be addressed by applying traditional methods such as univariate GWAS or gene-based SNP-set tests to such SNPs, benefiting from increased test power due to a reduced search space. Another consideration is that by construction, networkGWAS provides $p$-values
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Fig. 3: Results from our simulated *H. sapiens* use case. We present results from our method (networkGWAS), using either a linear (*K*ₗₖ) or a polynomial (*K*ₚₒ₉) kernel, as well as the performance of other comparison methods. In Subfigure 3a, we show the AUPRC of the baseline scenario (S0). In Subfigures 3b-3d, we vary one variable while keeping the other two fixed: SNR (3b), RLN (3c), and RCN (3d).

for the association of entire gene neighborhoods, and cannot single-out precise genes or even SNPs within such neighborhoods as more or less strongly contributing to that association signal. If one were interested in SNP-level *p*-values, this could be addressed by means of applying traditional methods to the SNPs and genes comprised in the associated neighborhood. Another potential limitation lies within the choice of testing one-hop neighborhoods, which technically constitutes a choice of hyperparameter. While the use of *k*-hop neighborhoods for *k* ≥ 2 needs to be investigated in the future, based on our simulations we are confident that at least in medium-to-high RCN scenarios, networkGWAS is already capable of detecting signal that is spread further than across the 1-hop neighbors of a causal center-gene. We note that even if *k* ≥ 2, our method still scales linearly with the number of nodes in the network.

**Future Work** An area for further research is to exploit the kernelized nature of networkGWAS and use more complex kernels matrices *K*ₖ in our LMM given in Equation (2). When designing such kernels, one may either (i) continue to focus on the SNP content of genes, and experiment with the type of nonlinearity, or (ii) depart from solely using SNPs as features and instead leverage the information in gene properties such as the number of minor alleles on the SNPs belonging to a gene, in combination with graph kernels or GCNs.
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